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Wavelet-like decomposition stage with windowed filters defined
for the Discrete Trigonometric Transforms (DTTs)
Abstract. In the paper assumptions for a computational experiment along with obtained results leading to positive verification of the hypothesis
about efficient Mallat scheme decomposition stage realization with use of the filters derived from the 16 DTTs, instead of the wavelet convolution
filters, have been described. Introduction of windowing in the time domain resulted in considerable reduction of computations, up to 34 times, while
the accompanying distortion has been assessed at the PSNR level about 40dB. The investigation was performed with statistically defined signals,
based on the first-order Markov process with assumed intersymbol correlation.
Streszczenie. W artykule opisano założenia oraz wyniki eksperymentu obliczeniowego pozytywnie weryfikującego hipotezę o możliwości
efektywnego zrealizowania etapu dekompozycji według schematu Mallata przy zastąpieniu splotowych filtrów zafalowaniowych filtrami
pochodzącymi z 16 dyskretnych transformacji trygonometrycznych. Zastosowanie okien w dziedzinie czasu pozwoliło na zmniejszenie ilości obliczeń
do 34 razy, przy wprowadzeniu nieznacznych deformacji sygnału, oszacowanych na poziomie około 40dB (PSNR). Badania przeprowadzono dla
sygnałów zdefiniowanych statystycznie z wykorzystaniem procesów Markowa pierwszego rzędu z założoną wartością korelacji międzysymbolowej.
(Dekompozycja w schemacie zafalowaniowo-podobnym z wykorzystaniem okienkowanych filtrów określonych dla dyskretnych
transformacji trygonometrycznych).
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Introduction
Transforms with sine and cosine kernels belong to the
important area of signal analysis, they are used mainly in
the compression field, spectral analysis and transform
domain processing of real signals [1,2,3]. All of such
transforms with discrete domain are named the Discrete
Trigonometric Transforms (DTT). While there is only one
continuous sine and one cosine transform, in the discrete
domain there exists some variety of orthonormal solutions.
In general, the DTT of a signal sequence x may be
described as
(1)

xˆ (k )  ak
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where kernel may be either sine or cosine function. The
different versions of DTTs are obtained with adding 0.5 to
the selected indexes, and relevant adjusting a and b
coefficients to preserve orthonormality. There are four even
Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCTs), four odd DCTs, four
even Discrete Sine Transforms (DSTs), and four odd DSTs.
Within each group they are named as type: I, II, III and IV.
For example the orthonormal Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) of type I even (DCT Ie) is defined as
(2)
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otherwise

while the DCT of type III even (DCT IIIe) is
(3)
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Interesting practical property of the DTT family is that its
members are mutually related when we consider the inverse
transform. For example, for the DCT II even the inverse is
the DCT III even, and for the DCT I even the same
transform is its inverse. Further detailed description may be
found in [3,4].
From now on, to simplify the reference, the 16 DTTs will be
numbered as indicated in Table 1
Table 1. M numbers of DDTs
DTT
M
DCT Ie
1
DCT IIe
2
DCT IIIe
3
DCT IVe
4
DCT Io
5
DCT IIo
6
DCT IIIo
7
DCT IVo
8

DTT
DST Ie
DST IIe
DST IIIe
DST IVe
DST Io
DST IIo
DST IIIo
DST IVo

M
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

In [5,6], it was shown, that the well known wavelet-based
decomposition scheme proposed by Mallat [7], and applied
in subband coding [8,9,10,11,12], originally designed for FIR
filters, related to their characteristics in the Fourier domain,
may be efficiently used for the DTT-based filters. For four,
out of the sixteen DTTs, the reconstruction proved to be
perfect, and for the remaining transforms some generalized
approach, exploiting matrix representation, helped to solve
the task. In this paper the further, recently obtained results
are presented, describing an experiment designed to study
the reconstructed signal quality after applying windows
directly in the time domain, and thus enabling considerable
reduction of the number of computations in the
decomposition stage.
The decomposition scheme
Figure 1 a) shows the considered system, directly
derived from the well-known Mallat scheme. Blocks with fL
and fH represent the decomposition filters, while gL and gH
the synthesis filters, with relevantly applied down- and upsampling. However, in the considered case the filtering is
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not performed with the Fourier-based FIR filters [8,13], but
with the DTT-based pseudo-convolutional filters, proposed
in [14] and developed gradually in [4,15,16,17,18]. We
concentrate on the decomposition stage, as the synthesis
stage is assumed to be ideal thus guaranteeing the perfect
reconstruction. Such feature has been obtained with the
matrix representation representing the relevant operations –
cf. Figure 1 b) and c), and formula (1).

Fig. 3. A 3-D mesh graph of the QH matrix for the DCT 1e (M = 1)
confirming that such matrix is suitable for windowing along its rows,
with the window sliding accordingly along variable n

As an example, Figures 2 and 3 present in the 3-D mesh
form Q matrices, obtained for the half-band filters and the
DCT Ie (M = 1), for the signal block length N = 64, indicating
that the largest coefficients are localized around the
diagonal. For the remaining DDTs the Q matrices have the
same property [17,18].
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of one level of the wavelet-like
decomposition used in this paper (cf. [9,10]): a) basic diagram, b)
hypothesis about the perfect reconstruction formulated using matrix
notation, c) solution – cf. (1)

Let x and y be vectors (signal blocks) of size N1. Then
(4)

y  Bx,

D Q 
where B   N L  ,
D N Q H 

Windowing
Because for all DTTs the largest values of Q matrices
are located around the diagonals, the windowing, as
described in [17,18], should efficiently reduce the required
number of computations without introducing large error.
Four type of windows were selected for this study: 1)
rectangular (see Figure 4), 2) triangular, 3) Hann, and 4)
Hamming (see Figure 5).

in which DN is the downsampling matrix of size (N/2)N and
QL QH are the generalized convolution matrices of size NN
for the ideal lowpass and the highpass filter, respectively.
The ideal half-band filter is defined in the transform domain,
and consists only from 1s and 0s, while 1s cover the
relevant passband. The convolution matrices have been
obtained from the transform matrix A and the relevant
diagonal matrices HL and HH containing on their diagonals
respective filter coefficients defined in the transform domain
[6], i.e.
(5)

Q L  A 1H L A
Q H  A 1H H A

Fig. 4. Window matrix W1 designed for rectangular window of length
W = 15, while signal block is N = 64

Figures 4 and 5 present examples of the windowing W
matrices used to multiply Q matrices term-by-term to obtain
the windowed filters (a windowed filter can be obtained by
multiplication of the original Q matrix by the window matrix
W, i.e.
(6)

Qw  Q  W ,

where  denotes the term-by-term multiplication).

Fig. 2. A 3-D mesh graph of the QL matrix for the DCT 1e (M = 1)
confirming that such matrix is suitable for windowing along its rows,
with the window sliding accordingly along variable n

The discussed windows were applied to both, low- and
highpass, half-band filters. Because the results for both
types of filters were practically the same, only those for the
lowpass filters are presented below.
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(peak signal to noise ratio) for MSE = 0.001 is 45.6 dB,
which is typically considered imperceptible in the area of
image lossy compression [19]. Similarly, MSE = 0.01 is
equivalent to 35.6 dB, which is still a quite good result.

Fig. 5. Window matrix W4 designed for the Hamming window of
length W = 15, while signal block is N = 64

To evaluate and compare the results an error measuring
technique has been adopted from [3]. Accordingly, the
signal was assumed to be realization of the Markov-1
process with zero mean, unit variance, and assumed
correlation coefficient, ρ, between consecutive elements –
see Figure 6 for examples of such realizations.

Fig. 6. Examples of realization of the Markov-1 process with zero
mean, unit variance, and: a) ρ = 0.80, b) ρ = 0.95; signal block
length: N = 256

Then the error was computed in a form of the MSE
(mean square error) in relation to the non-windowed filters
taken as reference. In this process the assumed intersymbol
correlation leads to the following covariance matrix [3]

R  : R (i, j )  

(7)

i j

Then, two matrix operators, X and Y, both alternatively
used to multiply the signal block of length N, may be
compared with the following formula for the MSE statistically
comparing the resulting signal blocks [3]
(8)

MSE 



1
trace ( X  Y)R  ( X  Y)T
N

Fig. 8. Statistical MSE values obtained for the Hamming window
(numbered as 4) of length W = 15, N = 256

Afterwards, the same methodology was utilized for the
whole decomposition stage, including both filters, each
windowed separately, and then downsampled (1). Figures 9
and 10 present the resulting MSE for ρ = 0.8 and ρ = 0.95,
respectively. The results indicate that the mutual
relationship depends heavily on the assumed value of ρ in
the Markov model, however, in all cases the best results
were obtained for either the rectangular or Hamming
window.



In Figures 7 and 8 the resulting MSE values for the
following ρ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.95, and two types of
windows, are presented. For the remaining windows the
trends were the same, while the MSE values were larger
than for the Hamming window.
Note, that the obtained MSE values are relatively small,
however, the rectangular window provides better
performance than the remaining windows. Additionally,
there is a noticeable, linear, sensitivity to ρ, and there is also
very little difference between particular DTTs. For more
intuitive judgment it may help if we recall that the peak-topeak distance for the Gaussian distribution with variance
equal to 1 is typically assumed to be 6. Then, the PSNR
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Fig. 7. Statistical MSE values obtained for the rectangular window
(numbered as 1) of length W = 15, N = 256

Fig. 9. Statistical MSE values for all four window types and DTTs,
for the signal resulting from the Markov-1 model with ρ = 0.8, W =
15, N = 256
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Fig. 10. Statistical MSE values for all four window types and DTTs,
for the signal resulting from the Markov-1 model with ρ = 0.95, W =
15, N = 256

The multivariable comparison
The presented study, with several varying variables,
indicated that the mutual relationship may be more
sophisticated than it may seem from the sole graph.
Therefore, the comparative computations were arranged
with five varying parameters: 1) Markov process correlation
coefficient, ρ = 0.8 and ρ = 0.95; 2) window length, W = 15,
31, 63; 3) signal block length, N = 64, 128, 256, 512, 4)
window type, rectangular or Hamming, and 5) DTT type
(sixteen transforms). The results are presented in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the statistical MSE values, here multiplied by 1000, for different length values of a window: W = 15, 31, 63, and
signal blocks: N = 64, 128, 256, 512 (indicated respectively by numbers on one horizontal axis from 1 through 4) and all DTTs (numbered
on the other horizontal axis from 1 to 16), obtained for the assumed Markov process, with: a) rectangular window, b) Hamming window, and
for: 1) ρ = 0.80; 2) ρ = 0.95. The arrows indicate groups of graphs related to given set of options, for example, the first row of three graphs
corresponds to a) and 1)

The study indicates that for long N all the DTTs become
similar, in spite of the fact that they behave differently for
short blocks, and the MSE values approach some saturation
value. The Hamming window does not improve the
performance as compared to the rectangular window, and
for ρ = 0.8 it makes the results considerably worse. Note,
however, that all results indicate PSNR above 35 dB, while
for signal model based on ρ = 0.95 and window with length
W = 63 (N = 512) the PSNR exceeds 51 dB.
The wavelet-like interpretation and impact of windowing
While investigating the wavelet-like decomposition it was
tempting to verify the shape of the basis functions, being
equivalent to scaling and wavelet function in the classical
wavelet analysis. Five-level decomposition was assumed
and all transform coefficients were set to zero except one
within the last level, which was set to ‘1’. Then the
reconstruction was performed. When ‘1’ was placed in the
lowpass half, it resulted in the scaling-like function, and

when it was in the highpass part, then we obtained the
wavelet-like function.
As the results were very similar for all DTTs, we selected
the DCT Ie to provide examples. To emphasize the
differences between classical Fourier-based analysis, and
the discussed option, the ‘1’ was located in two different
locations: at the beginning of the relevant block and close to
its centre. The resulting comparison clearly indicates that
the function shape depends on the location of ‘1’, which is
the immediate result of the fact that the DTTs do not have
the shifting property. Moreover, the relevant transform of the
functions (here, the DCT Ie), indicates the change in the
filters shape in the transform domain, however, keeping the
division into the lowpass and bandpass, as expected for the
classical Fourier-based wavelet decomposition.
Figures 12 and 13 depict the functions and their
transforms, which could be compared with the well known
wavelet features [9,11,12]. In this study the complete
decomposition filters were assumed, however, consecutive
Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 present results after allowing the
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use of windows: first rectangular, then Hamming, and the
visual results indicate, that the relevant windowing, instead
of the simplest rectangular, may be still of some importance
and bring some benefit. But obviously, the relevantly
profound study should be performed separately and is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 15. Transforms computed with DCT Ie for the functions from
Figure 14, depicted as in Figure 13

Fig. 12. Examples of functions equivalent to: a) scaling-like function,
b) wavelet-like function, obtained for DCT Ie, and five-level
reconstruction scheme. Thick line depicts the functions obtained for
‘1’ in the middle of the transform, and thin line for ‘1’ located at the
initial sample (no windowing was used)

Fig. 16. Graphs obtained and presented in the same manner as in
Figure 12, but using the Hamming window with W = 15 in the
decomposition stage

Fig. 13. Transforms computed with DCT Ie for the functions from
Figure 12: a) scaling-like (○) and wavelet-like (●) for ‘1’ at the
beginning, b) scaling-like (○) and wavelet-like (●) for ‘1’ in the
middle

Fig. 17. Transforms computed with DCT Ie for the functions from
Figure 16, depicted as in Figure 13

Fig. 14. Graphs obtained and presented in the same manner as in
Figure 12, but using rectangular window with W = 15 in the
decomposition stage
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Concluding comments
The described study indicates that the rectangular
window used to reduce the filter matrix applied in time
domain enables considerable reduction of computations –
up to 34 times (for N = 512 and W = 15), when compared to
complete matrix operation (4).
Introducing the DTT-based wavelet-like transform
values, the error measured statistically with the PSNR was
obtained within the range from 36 dB up to even more than
51 dB. The proposed scheme preserves also the subband
decomposition property, as for the Fourier-based technique.
The study shows that the DTT-based decomposition
scheme mimicking the classical wavelet Fourier-based
procedure exhibits features in many aspects similar to those
of the classical technique. Therefore, investigation of this
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concept should be continued to define practical conditions
for efficient applications. However, the results that have
been obtained so far, both presented in [9,10] and in this
study, should already encourage the use of DTTs as a tool
in similar areas, in which common Fourier-based wavelet
decomposition scheme is typically applied, like feature
extraction, noise reduction or compressive coding.
On the part of Przemysław Korohoda this work was
supported by the AGH University of Science and
Technology grant no. 11.11.120.766.
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